The soaring demand for intelligent mobile applications calls for deploying powerful deep neural networks (DNNs) on mobile devices. However, the outstanding performance of DNNs notoriously relies on increasingly complex models, which in turn is associated with an increase in computational expense far surpassing mobile devices' capacity. What is worse, app service providers need to collect and utilize a large volume of users' data, which contain sensitive information, to build the sophisticated DNN models. Directly deploying these models on public mobile devices presents prohibitive privacy risk. To benefit from the on-device deep learning without the capacity and privacy concerns, we design a private model compression framework RONA. Following the knowledge distillation paradigm, we jointly use hint learning, distillation learning, and self learning to train a compact and fast neural network. The knowledge distilled from the cumbersome model is adaptively bounded and carefully perturbed to enforce differential privacy. We further propose an elegant query sample selection method to reduce the number of queries and control the privacy loss. A series of empirical evaluations as well as the implementation on an Android mobile device show that RONA can not only compress cumbersome models efficiently but also provide a strong privacy guarantee. For example, on SVHN, when a meaningful (9.83, 10 −6 )-differential privacy is guaranteed, the compact model trained by RONA can obtain 20× compression ratio and 19× speed-up with merely 0.97% accuracy loss.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed impressive breakthroughs of deep learning in various areas. Thanks to the large volume of data and the easy availability of computational resources, customized deep learning models attain unprecedented performance that beats many records of traditional machine learning algorithms.
The significant progress in deep learning, on the other hand, is notorious for its dependence on cumbersome models which require massive data to learn their millions of parameters. This major drawback restricts the large-scale deployment of deep learning applications, especially the deployability of deep neural network on mobile devices such as smartphones, wearable devices, and medical monitors (Cao et al. 2017; Li et al. 2016) . Mobile application service providers are facing a series of challenges to widely adopt DNNs in their mobile apps.
Capacity bottleneck. In spite of the great advances of mobile chips and mobile batteries, the limited-capacity nature of mobile devices still imposes the intrinsic bottleneck making resource-demanding applications remain off bounds . The modern DNNs with millions of parameters often require prohibitive runtime to execute on computationally limited devices. What is worse, the massive floating point operations during the execution aggravate the burden of processing chips and easily dominate the whole system energy consumption, which widens the chasm between DNNs and their deployability on mobile devices. It is difficult to directly adopt powerful DNNs on mobile systems so far (Lee 2017) .
Data privacy and intellectual piracy concerns. Developing a strong predictive DNN needs abundant data. The more data accessible, the more effective and powerful a DNN will be. In practice, app service providers usually collect and utilize a large volume of data from users, which often contains sensitive information, to build their sophisticated DNN models. Directly releasing these models trained by users' data presents potential privacy issues because the adversary can recover sensitive information encoded in the public models (Hitaj, Ateniese, and Perez-Cruz 2017; Abadi et al. 2016) . It is illegal to share individuals' data or models directly in many domains like medicine (Claerhout and DeMoor 2005) . Apart from data privacy, releasing DNN models may invade app service providers' right due to intellectual piracy. It is sometimes not appealing for app service providers to share their valuable and highly tuned models (Osia et al. 2017) .
In order to deploy efficient DNNs on mobile devices, academia and industry put forward a number of model compression methods among which knowledge distillation plays a key role (Bucilua, Caruana, and Niculescu-Mizil 2006) . In knowledge distillation, the knowledge embedded in the cumbersome model, known as the teacher model, is distilled to guide the training of a smaller model called the student model. The student model has a different architecture and fewer parameters, but can achieve comparable performance by mimicking the behavior of the cumbersome model. Other compression methods like quantization and low-rank factorization (Han, Mao, and Dally 2016; Howard et al. 2017 ) are complementary to knowledge distillation and can also be used to further reduce the size of student models, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Despite the encouraging compression rate, the privacy concern has not been fully resolved by the current knowledge distillation methods yet.
In this paper, we introduce the rigorous standard of differential privacy (Dwork 2011) and design a pRivate mOdel compressioN frAmework, named RONA, to overcome the aforementioned challenges and promote the adoption of deep learning in mobile applications.
Both model compression and data privacy are considered in the proposed framework. We assume that the app service provider has trained a powerful cumbersome model based on the sensitive data and the public data. Following the knowledge distillation paradigm, RONA uses only the public data to train the small student model whose feature representations are encouraged to be similar to those of the cumbersome model. Then the small student model is released to mobile application users while the cumbersome model as well as the sensitive data are retained by the app service provider. Intuitively, the privacy is preserved because the training of the student model does not depend on the sensitive data; neither the cumbersome model nor the sensitive data is exposed to the public or accessible to the adversary. Mere intuition, however, is not sufficient. To provide provable privacy guarantee, we carefully perturb the knowledge distilled from the cumbersome model to satisfy the standard of differential privacy.
It is a nontrivial problem to jointly compress large DNNs, preserve privacy, and control model performance loss. A set of novel methods are presented to solve this problem. Our main contributions are four-fold:
• A framework promoting deep learning in mobile applications. We take the key constraints of adopting DNNs in mobile applications, i.e., privacy, performance, and overhead, into consideration, and design a privacypreserving framework for training compact neural networks via knowledge distillation 1 . To the best of our knowledge, the proposed RONA is the first framework that applies the knowledge distillation to model compression with meaningful privacy guarantee.
• A differentially private knowledge distillation. To theoretically guarantee privacy, we propose a new mechanism to perturb the knowledge distillation from the sense of differential privacy. Different from the existing sampleby-sample query mode, our proposed mechanism makes queries in batch mode to reduce the number of queries. The batch loss responded by the teacher model is clipped by the adaptive norm bound and then carefully perturbed to preserve privacy.
• A query sample selection method for knowledge distillation. The privacy loss depends on the number of queries. To control the student model's access to the teacher model, the number of samples used during knowledge distillation should be reduced. Hence, we present a query sample selection method to select a subset of samples such that the knowledge distilled over the subset is competitive over the whole samples.
• Thorough empirical evaluation. We evaluate the proposed RONA by using three standard benchmarks that are widely used in knowledge distillation works. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the above novel methods, bringing significant improvement in training small models with rigorous privacy guarantee. Our code is opensourced at https://github.com/jwanglearn/ Private_Compress.
Preliminary and Related Work
Deep neural network compression. To squeeze DNNs into mobile devices, DNN compression attracts intense attention. The compression methods can be broadly classified into four categories: parameter sharing, network pruning, lowrank factorization, and knowledge distillation (Han, Mao, and Dally 2016; Howard et al. 2017; . The former three methods mainly attempt to reduce the size of a given model, without significantly changing the architecture of the model. The last one, knowledge distillation, uses the knowledge captured by the cumbersome model to guide the training of a smaller model in a teacher-student paradigm (Bucilua, Caruana, and Niculescu-Mizil 2006) . Hinton et al.
(Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2014) used the class probabilities generated by the teacher as a soft target to train the student model. Romero et al. (Romero et al. 2015) extended this work by training the student to mimic the teacher's intermediate representation. Based on these two works, a framework for compressing object detection models was designed by Chen et al. , trying to solve the class imbalance problem. Few existing model compression methods took the privacy issue into consideration. The teacher model can be queried as many times as necessary during training, which is infeasible if we want to preserve privacy. Differentially private deep learning. Due to the critical need of respecting privacy, privacy-preserving data analysis has become an emerging topic of interests. One state-ofthe-art privacy standard is differential privacy (Dwork 2011) which provides provable privacy guarantee. Definition 1 (Dwork 2011) A randomized mechanism M is ( , δ)-differentially private, iff for any adjacent input d and d , and any output S of M,
Typically, d and d are adjacent inputs when they are identical except for only one data item. The parameter denotes the privacy budget (Dwork 2011), controlling the privacy loss of M. A smaller value of enforces a stronger privacy guarantee.
For a deterministic function f , the ( , δ)-differential privacy is generally enforced by injecting random noise calibrated to the f 's sensitivity ∆f ,
For example, the Gaussian mechanism is given by, Theorem 1 (Dwork and Roth 2014) Suppose function f with L2 norm sensitivity ∆ 2 f , a randomized mechanism
Figure 1: The overview of RONA. RONA is implemented by the mobile app service providers. Only the student model is released to the public while the sensitive data and the teacher model are retained by the mobile app service provider.
where
is a random variable sampled from the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard devi-
Differential privacy provides guaranteed privacy which cannot be compromised by any algorithm (Dwork 2011). It is increasingly adopted as the standard notion of privacy (Beimel et al. 2014) . Abadi et al. (Abadi et al. 2016 ) presented a differentially private SGD and designed a new technique to track the privacy loss. Papernot et al. (Papernot et al. 2017; Papernot et al. 2018 ) proposed a general framework for private knowledge transfer in the sample-bysample mode where the student was trained to predict an output generated by noisy voting among the teachers. This framework only used the output label to train the student and cannot be used to compress DNNs efficiently. Apart from private training, Triastcyn et al. (Triastcyn and Faltings 2018 ) added a Gaussian noise layer in the discriminator of GAN to generate differentially private data. Recently, Wang et al. ) designed a private inference framework across mobile devices and cloud servers to free mobile devices from complex inference tasks. However, this framework heavily depended on the network accessibility. Few current works applied differential privacy and model compression to enabling on-device deep learning as well as preserving privacy.
The Proposed Framework
The framework RONA is presented in this section. We first give the overview of RONA. Then we detail three key modules: (1) the model compression based on knowledge distillation, (2) the differentially private knowledge perturbation, and (3) the query sample selection.
Overall Structure
The overview of RONA is given in Fig. 1 . To better capture the knowledge embedded in the cumbersome teacher model, we jointly use the hint learning (Romero et al. 2015) , the distillation learning (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2014), and the self learning to train a small student model. Meanwhile, both the hint loss and the distillation loss are carefully bounded and perturbed by random noises that are consistent with differential privacy. Since more queries to the teacher model incur higher privacy loss, an elegant query sample selection method is designed in RONA to select a subset of samples from the entire public samples.
The sensitive data is only used to train the complex teacher model which is not released to the public. It is obvious that the sensitive data are insulated from the explicit invasion of privacy as the student model has no access to it. Further, the information generated by the teacher model, i.e., the hint loss and the distillation loss, are perturbed by additional noises. All the information relating to the sensitive data and the teacher model are isolated or well protected before releasing.
Model Compression
In order to learn a compact and fast DNN model that can be adopted in mobile applications, we propose a stagewise knowledge distillation method. This method enables the small student model to capture not only the information in ground truth labels but also the information distilled from the cumbersome teacher model. Hint learning stage: We start by teaching the student model how to extract features from the input data. The intermediate representation of the teacher model is used as a hint to guide the training of the student model. Analogously, a hidden layer of the student model is chosen as the guided layer that learns from the teacher's guidance. We train the student model from the first hidden layer up to the guided layer by minimizing the L2 loss function:
where g(·; Θ g ) represents the student model up to the guided layer with parameter Θ g , x q denotes the query samples, and z h is the output of the teacher's hint layer over the query samples. As the scale of the guided layer is usually different from that of the hint layer, we introduce an adaptation layer on the top of the guided layer to match the scale of the guided and hint layers. The adaptation layer is represented by r(·; Θ a ) with parameter Θ a learned during the hint learning. If both guided and hint layers are fully connected layers, we add a fully connected layer as the adaptation layer. If both guided and hint layers are convolutional, we add 1 × 1 convolutions instead to reduce the number of parameters. Hint learning is introduced to teach the student how to extract general features. It makes the student model lack flexibility to choose a higher hidden layer as the guided layer. So, we select the student's middle layer as the guided layer in our case.
Distillation and self learning stage: We train the whole student model by using the distillation and self learning in this stage. Let z t be the output of the teacher's final hidden layer, also called logits, over the query samples, we use the soften probability (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2014) P τ t as the knowledge: P τ t = sof tmax(z t /τ ), where τ is the temperature parameter that is normally set as 1. A higher τ can make the teacher model generate soften probabilities such that the classes whose normal probabilities are near zero will not be ignored. The soften probability contains the knowledge about the latent relationship between different classes. The student model is trained to learn this knowledge by minimizing the distillation loss over the query samples:
where H is the cross-entropy, and Θ s is the parameters of the student model. Here, P τ s is the student's soften probability over the query samples x q , P τ s = sof tmax(z s /τ ), where z s is the student's logits.
Different from the classical use of knowledge distillation, we introduce the self learning process where the ground truth labels of all public samples are used to train the student model by minimizing the self loss:
where x p and y p are the public samples and the ground truth labels, respectively, and P s is the normal probability generated by the student model with τ = 1.
For the privacy-preserving reason, the number of distillation-learning epochs should be controlled (detailed in the next section). Nonetheless, the self learning does not use any information relating to the sensitive data, and hence it does not aggregate the privacy loss. The number of selflearning epochs can be arbitrarily large. It is inappropriate to combine the distillation loss and the self loss together as a general loss for training. To jointly apply the two learning methods, we mimic the way how a real student learns from her teacher. The student model first learns by itself to minimize the self loss. Then, it selects some samples to query the teacher model, and learns from the teacher by minimizing the distillation loss. This procedure repeats until the convergence or exceeding the privacy budget. Our experimental results show that the self learning can not only accelerate the training of the student model but also allow the distillation learning to avoid local minima.
Algorithm 1 presents the two-stage knowledge distillation. The student model queries the teacher model in a batchby-batch mode. During the hint learning, the student model learns to extract general features. Hence, we select the query samples from the public samples randomly rather than using the proposed sample selection method.
Privacy Protection
To enforce theoretical privacy guarantee, we inject random perturbation into the information that is related with the sensitive data and is used by the student model, i.e., the hint loss and the distillation loss. Algorithm 2 outlines the privacypreserving function privacy sanitize. For each batch loss L (i) , we first bound the batch loss by a threshold B, ensuring that the sensitivity is not larger than B; then we inject Gaussian noise into the bounded batch loss.
It is hard to estimate the sensitivity of the batch loss over the sensitive data. Therefore, we clip the max value of 
within a given bound as shown in Line 1 of Algorithm 2. The value of
> B. After clipping, the sensitivity ofL (i) is B. An overly large B will incur excessive noise, while too small B will lead to over truncation of the batch loss, both causing low utility of the sanitized batch loss. To solve this problem, we propose to use an adaptive norm bound. Specially, we train an auxiliary teacher model based on the public data. We constantly monitor the auxiliary batch loss between the auxiliary teacher model and the student model during training and set the average value of the auxiliary batch loss as the norm bound. In this manner, the norm bound B changes adaptively during training. The empirical study shows considerable performance improvement brought by such an adaptive norm bound. As the norm bound is independent with the sensitive data, no privacy budget would be consumed by clipping the batch loss.
Gaussian noise is then added into the bounded batch loss to preserve privacy. According to Theorem 1, this randomized mechanism enforces ( , δ)-differential privacy per query if we set σ as 2 ln(1.25/δ)/ . During the training of the student model, the teacher model is queried T = (T h +RT d )|x q |/S times. Using moments accountant (Abadi et al. 2016), we have the following theorem: Theorem 2 Given < c 1 T , δ > 0, where c 1 is a constant. Algorithm 1 can achieve ( , δ)-differential privacy by setting σ as:
where c 2 is a constant. Due to the page limitation, we omit the proof here. Theorem 2 indicates that a larger value of T incurs a larger privacy budget , namely more privacy loss, when σ is fixed. To provide stronger protection, the value of T should be controlled. Therefore, instead of querying the teacher over all public samples, we select the subset x q as the query samples. Nonetheless, it is obvious that the downsampling of public samples has an adverse impact on knowledge distillation. To alleviate this impact, we design a novel query sample selection method to select the critical samples in the next section.
Query Sample Selection
The sample selection problem can be categorized as the active learning problem. Different from the traditional setting where the samples are chosen one-by-one to query, our proposed student-teacher query works in a batch mode. We attempt to select a set of query samples such that the distilled knowledge over the query samples and that over the whole public samples are as close as possible. Formally, we try to minimize the difference between the distillation loss over the query samples and that over the whole public samples: min
Because we have no prior knowledge of P τ t , the above optimization objective is not tractable. Instead, we try to optimize the upper bound of this objective as given below. Theorem 3 Given the public samples x p and the query samples
The proof is omitted here due to the page limitation. In Theorem 3, "x q is λ cover of x p " indicates that the whole x p can be covered by a group of spheres 2 centered at each sample in x q with radius λ. In the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (8), O( 1/|x p |)+O(A) is independent with x q . Hence, we can minimize λ to control the RHS of Eq. (8). Now the optimization of (7) is converted into: min xq:xq⊂xp λ. This problem is equivalent to the minimax location problem (Korupolu, Plaxton, and Rajaraman 1998), min
where D(x i , x j |Θ s ) denotes the distance between two samples. The KL-divergence between the output probabilities is used as the distance. We use a 2-OP T greedy algorithm to solve this problem (Korupolu, Plaxton, and Rajaraman 1998) . Algorithm 3 outlines the function for selecting query samples.
Experimental Evaluation
The framework RONA is evaluated based on three popular image datasets: MNIST (LeCun et al. 1998), SVHN (Netzer et al. 2011) , and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009). We first use CIFAR-10 to examine the performance impact of different parameters and the effectiveness of proposed techniques in RONA. Then we verify privacy protection and compression performance based on MNIST, SVHN, and CIFAR-10. The experiment details are reported in the GitHub repository together with the codes for reproducibility. 
Effect of Parameters
We use CIFAR-10 in this group of experiments. CIFAR-10 contains 50K training samples belonging to 10 classes. We randomly choose 80% training samples as the public data while the reset 20% as the sensitive data. We preprocess the dataset by normalizing each sample. The widely used convolutional deep neural network, Conv-Large (Laine 2017; Park et al. 2017) , is pretrained as the cumbersome teacher model on both public data and sensitive data. A modified Conv-Small network is used as the compact student model that will be trained based on RONA. The performance of the compact student model is affected by multiple parameters. We examine them individually, keeping the others constant, to show their effects. Hint learning epochs. It can be observed from Fig. 2 (a) that the accuracy of the student model increases when the hint learning epoch ascends. But the increase diminishes as the hint learning epoch becomes large, especially when RT d , i.e., the total epochs of distillation learning, is small. As the hint learning consumes the limited privacy budget, it is not appropriate to set an overly large value of hint learning epoch.
Iterations for distillation learning. The total epochs of distillation learning are determined by the rounds of iterations R and the epochs per iteration T d . Generally, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , a larger value of RT d brings a more effective student model because the student model can learn more knowledge from the teacher. When RT d is fixed, R should be set as a moderate value.
Batch size. Fig. 2(c) shows that the student's performance descends with the increase of batch size. In RONA, the student queries the teacher in a batch-by-batch mode. A small value of batch size indicates that the teacher would be queried more times, and thus the privacy loss would be high. To achieve a balance between performance and privacy, we set the batch size as 512 in our experiments.
Noise scale. The student model benefits from the additional noise when the noise scale is moderate as shown in Fig. 2(d) . As a DNN usually suffers from the overfitting problem, the norm bound and additional noise act as regularization roles during training. Even when the noise scale is relatively large (σ = 20), the accuracy degradation is less than 1%. This property is encouraging as more noise can be injected to provide a stronger privacy guarantee per query.
Number of query samples. The experimental results in Fig. 2(e) show that the student's performance rises when more query samples are available. Nonetheless, more query samples mean a higher privacy loss. The query sample selection method proposed in our work can achieve decent performance by only using 20% public samples as the query samples. We compare it with three other selection methods: random, margin , and diverse (Wang and Ye 2013) . Fig. 2(e) demonstrates the superiority of our proposed query sample selection method.
Adaptive norm bound. We plot the testing accuracy during the distillation and self learning stage in Fig. 2(f) . Compared with training with the pre-set norm bound, the adaptive norm bound method brings significant performance improvement. It greatly accelerates the training process, obtaining a higher accuracy with much fewer query epochs (i.e., less privacy loss). Besides, we can find that the self learning contributes to the training acceleration as well. At the beginning of the distillation and self learning stage, the −5 ) guaranteed MNIST and (4.96, 10 −6 ) guaranteed SVHN, which however used better and larger baseline networks. On CIFAR-10, we obtain 81.69% accuracy with (8.87, 10 −5 ) privacy, which outperforms 73% accuracy with (8.00, 10 −5 ) privacy in (Abadi et al. 2016 ). RONA's performance is even better than the latest cloud-based solution that achieved 79.52% accuracy on CIFAR-10 .
We verify the performance with different privacy budgets on three datasets. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the accuracies on three datasets generally rise with the increase of privacy budget. Thanks to the techniques proposed in this work, the student can still benefit from the knowledge distillation even when the knowledge is protected by a strong privacy.
In the above experiments, we select the public data randomly from the original training samples. We further test RONA in a much tougher condition on MNIST where we regard all training samples of the digits 6 and 9 as sensitive data. This data masking mimics a possible contingency in reality when some specific kinds of samples are highly sensitive. For the student model, 6 and 9 are mythical digits it has never seen. As listed in Table 1 , without the teacher's knowledge, the student cannot recognize 6 and 9, getting accuracy of 0. RONA can significantly improve the student's accuracy on 6 and 9 with a reasonable privacy loss even though the student has never seen 6 and 9 during training.
Compression Performance
We randomly choose 80% training samples as the public data to validate the compression performance on the three datasets. For MNIST, SVHN, and CIFAR-10, we enforce (9.60, 10 −5 ), (9.83, 10 −6 ), and (9.59, 10 −5 ) differential privacy, respectively. In order to examine the runtime on mobile devices, we deploy these DNNs on HUAWEI HONOR 8 equipped with ARM Cortex-A53@2.3GHz and Cortex-A53@1.81GHz to process 100 images consecutively.
The results listed in Table 2 show that the models with larger sizes achieve better performance. On all the three datasets, the student models trained by RONA obtain comparable accuracies to the teacher models in spite of using much less capacity and fewer training data. On MNIST, the student achieves 15× compression ratio and 11 × speed-up with only 0.2% accuracy decrease. On SVHN, the student model obtains slightly worse result (< 1%) than the teacher model, while requiring 20 times fewer parameters and 19 times less runtime. On CIFAR-10, the accuracy decreases less than 2% while the model size is 6 times smaller. The above results argue that RONA can privately compress large models with acceptable accuracy loss.
